
College  Best Practices 

1. Know Your Leader 

 Objectives  

To instill the feeling of nationality among the students and to make them aware 

of the great leaders that have devoted and sacrificed their life towards nation 

building,the innovation cell has endeavored to organize an activity *KNOW YOUR 

LEADER* every month where in the students are asked to give creative inputs in the 

form of speech, poem poster or play to highlight the contribution of of the respective 

leader who has been chosen for the month. Leadership development is how 

organizations or nations develop the talent they already have into the leaders they need 
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selected leader of national repute for the month ,the students gained a holistic view 

regarding the time and contribution of the stalwarts in their specific field .This activity 

was introduced with the objective that qualities of a leader are not something God 

ordained but can be inculcated if there is dedication, integrity and commitment to do 

something constructive in nation building We realized that in present context students 

are baffled by the information overload regarding the leaders especially in the social 

media. The students have been reading about all these leaders in their school syllabus of 

various subjects but it had always been a one sided monologue.  The students hardly 

could express and relate with them. The purpose here was to let them speak and 

express their views on them. through poems, articles or simple speech .The interactive 

session between students and teachers put the leaders in right perspective .It also 

helped them in personality development by honing their communication skills, 

overcome the stage fright etc The activity had been very successful and the students 

started putting effort preparing and searching for material on the leader assigned during 

the particular month. The knowledge sharing made them confident and vocal in 

expressing their views . Owing to Pandemic the activity was put on hold since the 

admissions got delayed as well as the session. Nevertheless as soon as the session was 

offline, It was undertaken by the faculty .  

 

 



2. Joy of Sharing 

 Objectives 

 In today’s times, where everything has become so competitive and where our 

students rarely give without expecting something in return, it is crucial that we inculcate 

in them the lifelong habit of giving. Giving without expecting anything in return and 

giving because the very act of it will fill our hearts with lots of happiness and joy Page 
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DISTT. - RAJSAMAND According to research, the secret to life-long happiness is to give. It 

gives our life meaning and purpose and is important in evoking the feelings of gratitude. 

As teachers one of the ways in which we can raise an exceptional human being is by 

inculcating in them the feelings of gratitude. Even small acts of giving can trigger off the 

feelings of gratitude. This has also been the core idea behind Anandam project that was 

adopted by Directorate in the current session. As we move forward through these tough 

times, let us keep in mind that there are many students and people from the Missedout 

Communities , amongst others who have been having a tough time throughout the 

pandemic. The activity therefore becomes all the more relevant in such context Apart 

from bringing joy and happiness, sharing also inculcates in us the virtue of caring. It 

teaches us the importance of taking care of others. Hence goes the famous adage: 

Sharing is caring .These values have to be fostered both at home by parents and at 

colleges by teachers so that they become an important trait in the personality of the 

student and remain with individual throughout his life. Thus to foster this value among 

students ,an Almirah was ear marked that remained unlocked and any student ,faculty, 

teaching or non teaching could freely gift and take new or old article, whether, 

stationary , books, clothes, bags, shoes ,utensils or any article of utility .It is a sharing 

center and is functional throughout the session. It's specifically titled as "Sharing "not 

"Giving" since the Giving somewhere pesters ones ego of handing over while sharing 

implies camaraderie.. Number of new or old article, whether, stationary , books, clothes, 

bags, shoes ,utensils or any article of utility were added round the year in the Almirah 

and students /teachers kept donating as well picking them according to their need. 
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them too . But majority of staff and students have magnanimously started contributing 

to it . Girls were very shy initially to pick the things as it somewhere would question 

their self esteem but then the staff helped them to come forward and utilize them . 


